
Lab 14: A simple interactive program

This lab is  worth 1%. 

This lab will be used to gauge the programming level in the class.

Thus, any reasonable attempt will get full marks even if not fully 
working. I suggest sending in the lab TODAY after attempting it in class.  

However you are free to work on it till 13th February, 2017. 

(You may submit more than once)



In this lab we will try to achieve something like this
N.B. Try not to look at the code (it is not the cleanest solution)

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/89313

https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/89313


Overview
 This lab runs through a simple example of using processing to make a 

small interactive graphical application

 We’ll introduce some processing functions, which you will use to create a 
small program

 In particular, this lab deals with:

 Drawing lines and shapes

 Loading and drawing images

 The processing 2D coordinate system

 Interaction using the event-driven paradigm

 Variables and functions in Processing

 Processing system variables and call-back functions



Goals
 Try at least one of these (N.B. The FOCUS IS ON 

GRAPHICAL ASPECTS not on the game logic or rules)

 Implement a two-player tic-tac-toe game

Draw the grid for the game

When the user clicks you draw an X or an O

Don’t worry if you can’t force the Xs and Os to draw 
exactly in the right location (assume the user will 
behave)

 Implement a simple painting program 

Clear the screen OR Load and draw an image in the 
background

When the user drags the mouse draw something at 
the mouse position (e.g. a circle, or a small image)



Starting Up
 To begin, open up Processing (or see 

last weeks lab to download and 
install it)

 On the menu click on “File”  “Save 
As”

 Then save give the sketch a name 
and save it on some folder on your 
machine.

 You can try pressing Run or [        ]       
with a blank sketch. You should 
see a small grey window open up 
but it won’t do anything. 



Minimal program 
Set window size and clear the screen

void setup()

{

//set the viewport size to 600 x 600 pixels

size (600, 600);   
}

void draw()

{

//clear the screen to blue

background(0, 0, 255);
}

size( … ) is an in-built function that should 
be called at the start of all sketches. It sets 
the size of the viewport (or canvas) that the 
program will draw upon. It normally takes 
two inputs: the width and height of the 
viewport.

background( … ) is an inbuilt function that 
clears the screen to a given colour. The 
input is normally three numbers (a red, 
green and blue value) but if you give it one 
number it will create a shade of grey e.g. 
background(0) is the same as background 
(0, 0, 0) i.e. black

THINGS TO TRY: can you change the 
background to other colours e.g. yellow?



Image Object
Load an image and draw it

//declare an Image object

PImage img;

void setup()

{

size (600, 600);

//load an image from file and store it in img

img = loadImage(“circle”);
}

void draw()

{

//draw the image img at position <0, 0>

image(img, 0, 0);
}

Download the following image and put
it in the same folder as your sketch,
before you try to run this code.

https://www.scss.tcd.ie/John.Dingliana/cs7029/circle.png

PImage is an important utility class provide 
by processing to deal with images. It includes 
functions to load and manage images.

loadImage( … ) is a built in function provided 
in processing to load images from file.  It 
requires one input parameter, the path to a 
file on your hardrive (by default it looks for 
this in the same folder as your sketch).

image( … ) is a built in function to draw an 
image to the viewport.  It requires three 
parameters, the name of a PImage variable, 
and then an X and Y coordinate (this will be 
where it places the top-left of the image)

THINGS TO TRY: can you load a different
image to use as a background?

https://www.scss.tcd.ie/John.Dingliana/cs7029/circle.png


Mouse positions
Draw something at the mouse position

PImage img;

void setup()

{

size (600, 600);  

img = loadImage(“circle”);

background(255, 255, 255); 
}

void draw()

{

image(img, mouseX, mouseY);
}

Download the following image and put
it in the same folder as your sketch,
before you try to run this code.

https://www.scss.tcd.ie/John.Dingliana/cs7029/circle.png

mouseX and mouseY are system variables 
automatically updated by the system when 
the mouse is moved. They indicate where 
the mouse is in 2D coordinates; essentially 
the position of the mouse cursor in terms of 
how many pixels from the left and from the 
top respectively.

https://www.scss.tcd.ie/John.Dingliana/cs7029/circle.png


Draw lines
void setup()

{

size(600, 600);
}

void draw()

{

//draw a line from <100, 100> to <500, 100>

line (100, 100,  500, 100);

//draw a line from <100, 500> to <500, 500>

line (100, 500,  500, 500);

}

line( … ) is a function to draw a line to the 
viewport. It takes 4 numbers. The first two 
are the X and Y values of the start point. 
The next two are the X and Y positions of 
the end point.

<100, 100> <500, 100>

<500, 100> <500, 500>

THINGS TO TRY: can you close off the 
square with two more lines?



mousePressed callback
Do something when the user clicks a mousebutton
void setup()

{

size (600, 600);  

background(0, 0, 255); 
}

void draw()

{

//do nothing here
}

void mousePressed()

{

line (mouseX, mouseY,   mouseX+40, mouseY);

line (mouseX, mouseY,   mouseX-40, mouseY);

line (mouseX, mouseY,   mouseX, mouseY+40);

line (mouseX, mouseY,   mouseX, mouseY-40);

} NB: you could achieve this with just two lines.
TRY THIS: can you turn this into an X instead? 

<mouseX, mouseY>

<mouseX, mouseY-40>

<mouseX, mouseY+40>

<mouseX+40, mouseY><mouseX-40, mouseY>

void mousePressed( … ) is a function that 
will be run when someone presses a 
mousebutton. You need to define what goes 
in here. In this example we draw a cross at 
the mouse position.



Tic-tac-toe
a.k.a. Noughts and Crosses / Xs and Os



Structure of program

setup

draw

mouse pressed

Setup size of window

Clear screen. Draw the “board”

Draw a “piece” where the user clicks

Callbacks
required



Structure of program (EASY VERSION)

setup

draw

mouse pressed

Setup size of window
Clear screen. Draw the “board”

Don’t do anything here.

Draw a “piece” where the user clicks

Callbacks
required

The following is ok for simple programs: don’t clear the 
screen everytime so that the “pieces” remain on the board



1. Gameboard
 First set up your drawing output 

window to 300x300

 Four lines (2 horizontal and 2 vertical) 
split the board into 9 squares

 Your task: Try to work out what are the 
start and end coordinates of the lines?  
Then draw the game board.

(try to avoid trial and error and try to 
work it out on paper first)

300



Processing co-ordinate system (2D)

<0, 0>

<width, height>

e.g. if you had called the function size (640, 480); 
Then width would be 640 and height would be 480.
NOTE that this means DOWN is positive Y, unlike in POV-Ray or 3DS Max



Lines
 Line draws a line between two end points 

e.g. line (100, 100,   300, 100);  

 Reference: http://processing.org/reference/line_.html

 Related functions:

 stroke sets the stroke colour (also turns stroke on)

e.g. stroke (255, 155, 0); //sets stroke colour to 

Alternatively:

colour c = colour (255, 155, 0);

stroke (c);

 strokeWeight sets the thickness of the line e.g. strokeWeight(3);

 N.B. these should be called BEFORE you draw your line or object

Draws a horizontal line from 
<100, 100 to <300, 100>

http://processing.org/reference/line_.html


colour
 colour is a built in data type (a class) in processing

 stores red, green, blue (and alpha) 

 processing provides function for creating colour

color c = colour (255, 155, 0);

color c1 = colour (100); //sets c1 to rgb<100, 100, 100>

 also provides functions for accessing/splitting components of a colour

float r = red (c); // r = 255

float g = green (c); // g = 155

float b = blue (c); // b = 0

N.B. red, green and blue are built functions not just colour names

float y = yellow (c); //DOES NOT WORK!!



2. Drawing with user click
 mouseX; and mouseY; are system variables that store the x and y coordinates of 

the mouse; these are continually updated by the system

 void mousePressed() is the callback function that gets called when a user clicks 
anywhere in the program window

 so put some drawing code in here

void mousePressed()

{

//draw something here using mouseX, mouseY as 

// parameters          e.g. ellipse (mouseX, mouseY, 20, 20);

}

 N.B. there is also a system variable boolean mousePressed; that flags whether 
or not the mouse was pressed (but you don’t need this right now)



Draw Game Pieces
 ellipse draws an ellipse (can be used to draw a circle)

ellipse (100, 100,        20, 30)

 Two lines drawn correctly should make an X. 

e.g.    line ( 100, 100,   120, 140);

line ( 100, 140,   120, 100);

 However you need to draw everything relative to where the mouse is Clicked

 ALTERNATIVELY: you could load images of an X and an O using PImage

Center of ellipse 
x, y

Horizontal and 
vertical diameter

3
0

20

<100, 100>



Whose move is it?
 A boolean value is either true or false

 Create a boolean value to keep track of whose turn it is e.g.

boolean Xs_turn = true;

 Each time mouse is clicked “flip” the value i.e. true becomes false, false becomes true

if (Xs_turn == true)

Xs_turn = false;

else Xs_turn = true;

Shortcut: Alternatively the following achieves the same thing using negation (true 
becomes false, false becomes true)

Xs_turn = !Xs_turn;  



Putting all this together
//add setup code here

boolean Xs_turn = true;

void mousePressed()

{

if (Xs_turn)

//add code here to draw the X at <mouseX, mouseY>

else

//add code here to draw the O at <mouseX, mouseY>

Xs_turn = !Xs_turn

}



The Paint Program
If you have completed the previous steps, here are 

some other things to try



A very simple paint program

setup

draw

mouseDragged

Setup size of window
Clear screen. Draw the “board”

Do nothing

Draw a “shape” at the mouse position

Callbacks
required

Almost the same as before except we wrote a callback
function for mouse being dragged instead of clicked



mouseDragged callback
do something when a user clicks and drags the mouse

//you still need setup, draw etc.

void mouseDragged()

{

//add code here to do something

//relative to the mouse position 

//mouseX, mouseY

}

mouseDragged() is a callback
function. When a user drags the 
mouse within the viewport any 
code you place here will be run. 
This will probably happen several 
times for a single drag.

Typically you’d do something that 
uses the mouse position 
mouseX, mouseY

You can either draw a 
PImage (see previous 
example) or a shape like an 
ellipse.



Advanced Goals
 Use different colours for the different pieces

 Look up the following functions in the processing documentation  
[https://processing.org/reference/]:

stroke ( ); // sets the color of lines e.g. stroke (255, 0, 0);

strokeWeight(.. ); // sets the width of lines e.g. 
strokeWeight(4);

fill(…); //sets the fill color e.g. fill(255, 255, 0); 

noFill() ; //don’t fill shapes

noStroke(); //don’t draw outlines

 Use the keyPressed() callback to clear the screen and start over when 
a key is pressed

 See if you can force the user to draw the Xs and Os in the centre of each 
box

Example (draw a red circle):
fill(255, 0, 0);
ellipse(50, 50, 100, 100);

https://processing.org/reference/


Appendices

Some shortened notes from the lecture for 
convenience



Event driven program

 An event driven program 
(e.g. windows) is a collection 
of callback functions that are 
called when certain events 
happen 

 Each callback function is like 
a little program in itself

If Keypressed
Play a 
sound

If 
mousepressed

Select 
object

If mouse 
moved

Move 
object

If window 
resized

Resize 
object

If window 
redrawn

Update 
object



Functions in processing

int double(int v)
{

int dv = v * 2;
return dv;

}

Function’s return type. The type of data returned by a function. The output.

Input variable name 
(can be more than 
one of these)

Input variable type

Unless function is of type 
“void” it must return a value.
This is the last thing the 
function does (i.e. It exits 
when it see a “return”)

Function body
(between the curly 
braces): defines 
what the function 
does (a “mini-
program”)

You can put as 
much code here as 
you want.

DON’T FORGET A SEMI-COLON 
AT THE END OF A STATEMENT



Variables in processing
 Variables can be ...

 atomic types i.e. simple things 

e.g. integers, characters, floating 
point numbers (numbers with 
decimal points), boolean values 
(i.e. true or false)

 more complex types 

e.g. strings, colours, dates, times

 in-built classes

e.g. an Image, a font

 classes that you or others define

e.g. a shape, a character, a 3d 
object, a game piece

 arrays of objects

list of integers, list of colours, lists 
of 3d shapes

int A counting number (can be 
negative) e.g. -1, 0, 50

float A measuring number e.g. -
1.3, 0, 3.1415

boolean true or false value

char A character e.g. ‘1’, ‘a’, ‘@’

String An array of characters e.g. 
“h3ll0 w@r!D”

color An array of three number
representing a colour e.g. 
purple = color (255, 0, 255)

Unlike Python … Processing is 
somewhat more strictly typed. i.e. 
all variables have a specific type.



Using Variables
1. Variables need to be first declared

 i.e. You introduce the variable in your program by declaring it’s type and 
a name

2. Variables then need to be instantiated

 You give the value a starting value

 If the value is a class or an array, you need to assign memory for it. 
Usually using the “new” function or some thing related [see later]

 For variables required by multiple functions in your program, you may 
have to declare them “globally” i.e. Outside of any function definition.

Unlike Python…
You need to specify the type of a 

variable when you declare it.



Variables and Scope
int i = 10;

void setup()

{

int j =5;

}

void draw()

{

if (i>5)

background (255, 255, 255)

// j = j+1;

}

This would yield an error 
as draw doesn’t know 
what “j” is.

Because it is declared 
outside of any other 
function, i is a variable 
with global scope (can be 
seen from all functions)

j has a local scope as it is 
only defined within the 
setup function. Cannot be 
seen within other 
functions.



System Variables

 Special variables tha hold useful 
information for interactive 
programs

 Already declared in Processing 
and will be automatically be 
given values

...but you only need to use them 
when you need them

 All global variables

 Often used in conjunction with 
callbacks

Type Variable Description

boolean keyPressed Set to true when a key is 
pressed, otherwise false

char key character that was typed or 
CODED if a special key was 
pressed

int keyCode If a special key is pressed this may
be set to one of the following UP,
DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, CTRL,

SHIFT or ALT

boolean mousePresse
d

true (when mouse button is 
pressed) otherwise false 

int mouseX Current X and Y position of 
mouse

int mouseY

int pmouseX Previous X and Y position of 
mouse

int pmouseY

int mouseButton Set to LEFT, RIGHT or CENTER
when mouse is pressed 

int width width of the viewport (or canvas)

int height height of the viewport



Some general points to remember

 Any variable (except system variables) needs to be 

 first declared (created: introduced to the system and memory assigned 
to it)

 then instantiated (values given to it)

 Typical practice* for a sketch is to 

 Declare variables outside of all functions (this is called global scope) if 
the variables will be used by more than one function.

 Instantiate them inside of void setup()

*This is assuming you are not yet using classes and the program is relatively small… otherwise you may 
want to organise them inside a class


